Sterngold’s new Stern SNAP Angled Overdenture Implant Abutment System approved by the FDA

By Sterngold Dental Staff

Sterngold Dental is pleased to announce it has received FDA market clearance for the new Stern SNAP Angled Overdenture Implant Abutment System.

The new Stern SNAP Angled Overdenture Implant Abutments will work with many popular implant systems, according to the company. Its innovative two-piece design allows the SNAP Angled to perform True Angle Correction of up to 20 degrees on divergent implants, without the need to rely on a hinging attachment. The SNAP is also available in a straight version for implants within 10 degrees of parallel.

The system features a new maximum durability cap (available at 1, 2 and 3 pounds) that does not require a housing, making for a low profile of only 2.5 mm and requiring less space in the denture.

The Stern SNAP is an innovative, predictable and economical solution for stabilizing patients’ dentures, the company asserts.

For more information, call (800) 243-9942 or visit www.sterngold.com.

About Sterngold Dental

Founded in 1897, Sterngold Dental, LLC, is a world leader in dental products and specializes in alloys, attachments, implants and restorative systems. Examples are the Stern ERA family of resilient dental attachments and the Natural Profile Abutment System for esthetic restoration of osseointegrated implants.

Sterngold Dental, LLC, is EN ISO 13485:2012+AC:2009 and ISO 13485:2003 (CMDCAS) certified, and it also complies with the European Medical Device Directive (93/42/EEC), FDA Quality System Directive and MHLW Ministerial Ordinance No. 169. All products and procedures are closely monitored under these quality systems. Sterngold Dental’s implant products have full approval to market in the United States, Sweden and more than 20 other countries. For more information, visit www.sterngold.com.